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CONVERSATIONS

Skype

Sometimes collaborations come up 
Often, what seems participatory at 
first sight is a different sort of 
business-structure, just wage-less?
We collaborate because it’s far more 
efficient
Did any of you ever experience…?
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- - -20.02.06 16:02Inga Zimprichi wanted to start with asking those of you who do work self-organized what were the motivations to start doing it- - -20.02.06 16:02Inga Zimprich a lack of something, platform to create something, trying out working models- - -20.02.06 16:08Marjolijn DijkmanI work alot of times together with other artists on site-specific projects. I've organised a project in January last year called BASIS in Artis, Den Bosch. Here lot's of artists (23) lived and worked together for 5 weeks, the space was an indoorcamping and artists worked outside- - -20.02.06 16:09Marjolijn DijkmanThis project has inspired me and Maarten Vanden Eynde to organise more of these kind of projects. We've organised one in Rome and in Basel last year.The nice thing is that you live and work together and spontanous collaborations come up. We work with invited artists awell as with artists who respond to advertisements.That project was called Basis, I organised it together with Wouter Osterholt.The main goal was not specifically to work together but to extend your way of working and thinking about your work. Sometimes collaborations come up- - -20.02.06 16:12Tamuna ChabashviliPSWAR: After graduation, we were conscious of the need to maintain communication and dialogue to surmount the challenges facing an arts practice by foreign artists in The Netherlands. Rather than create something new for the sakeof it, and working from the feeling that we should add something thataddresses the perceived monotony of the established art scene, weconceived PSWAR as a space for inter-disciplinary experimentation, wherediverse participants can explore new approaches free from the constraintsof an established structure. It functions as a platform for art practicewhich challenges and questions our preconceived ideas and concepts aseach project develops.- - -20.02.06 16:13kennethroweThe greenpepper was invited by ascii to put together a program of events for some months around certain themes... this flowed into a longer term collaboration with many shared interests in opensource software.- - -20.02.06 16:14kimmarjolijn, how did you introduce the concept of BASIS to the artists was everyone aware of the fact that it was their behaviour which was an important part of the project?- - -20.02.06 16:15Marjolijn DijkmanOk let me answer, I'm very much interested in several ways of working. The projects enlarge my way of thinking, and create possibilities to unstand the way of working or other people. The interaction creates interesting discussions, and a lot of energy in this period.- - -20.02.06 16:16ralo mayermanoa started because a former group chrashed and we wanted a more open collab platform. and also we thought it would be good to shift to the notion of resreach and knowledge generally in society today. the strcuture changes all the time, and also the number of people involved: i would say there is always a core of around 4 people who keep the orga goiung and up to 10, 15 people docking- - -20.02.06 16:17prinzinThe in formal university emerged from a studentrstrike in the winter two years ago. For us it was clear that not only funding cuts for the university are to be opposed, but that there is something wrong with the whole set-up of the university.- - -20.02.06 16:19prinzinThe informal university is not so much a set groupstructure. It is more a mind-model that is constantly moulded, but from which, different projects and cooperations emerged- - -20.02.06 16:22kennethroweThe question of the organisation of ascii is a very diffcult one to decypher, also it comes at a time when both ascii and the greenpepper and many others are trying to come to an understanding of each other - somehow a fragile state. So in short i might hedge that question until a later date.- - -

02
- - -20.02.06 16:33ralo mayerwhen we built our space last summer, we soon faced exactly the 'institutionalization' question. and some people got really a lot of stuff to do, although it's only so low level. right now i think that one should not automatically condemn all institutional techniques of organization. sometimes they can help. what is important to keep the structure from petrifying, keeping it dynamic, which is often only possible through breaks. i like escape technologies in that respect right now. drop out.- - -20.02.06 16:33Public Space With A Roofi think it is part of reality of collaboration work and of the existence of project, something like daily life thing, you learn how to deal with that....- - -20.02.06 16:35Marjolijn DijkmanI don't see why getting confronted with practical realities, working under time-pressure, having to run a project space, being "pushed" to institutionalize would force you to think about who you are and what you do. I think working autonomous has a lot to do with analysing the world around you and you're position in it. When you collaborate it means you'll have to figure out together what you want and how. I wouldn't say a strict profile comes out, but at least some things you can talk about. I'm trying to find out what I do and make and think everyday. What doesn't mean I don't use my intuition to make works. Maybe I don't understand your question right?- - -20.02.06 16:35Daniela Paes LeaoIn think that if I work with a group, all people need to understand that if there are dead-lines, every one need to know it and respect it. All members of the group should be responsible, also if we are working with communities. We should let them feel the rush en how quickly the things should be done.- - -20.02.06 16:36prinzinI think, the professionalisation is not really avoidable. But I think it is an important issue, to have culture in a group where these things are being discussed. In selforganised structures economical pressures are often reproduced in an unreflected manner. I think it is important that the weak links are being discussed, personal fears often mix up with working issues, and then, it becomes very hard to come out again without painful frustration, and even loss of friendships. Yes build in breaks, confont problems early, reduce pressure, not only time-wise, spatially as well.- - -20.02.06 16:39ralo mayerwe also tried to openly speak about differences in jobs we do in institutional contexts and in our uni. and by comparing it finding out what we want. but it is reality that not everyone wants an 'autonomous' context, some people like the institution quite a lot.- - -20.02.06 16:39Inga Zimprichoften, what seems participatory at first sight is a different sort of business-structure, just wage-less?- - -20.02.06 16:40ralo mayerexactly- - -20.02.06 16:40prinzinyes- - -20.02.06 16:41kennethrowealways wageless?- - -20.02.06 16:42Esther Polaki always try to organize it so that the people I collaborate with get paid- - -20.02.06 16:42Inga Zimprichnot always wageless, but then you are often dealing with external partners, which implies parameters. because where does the money come from that can be circulated or divided within a network? usually not from selling drinks or records- - -20.02.06 16:42ralo mayerthat's one of the main reasons of a collab or coop platform i think, to soften the credits debate through a shared (public) ground- - -20.02.06 16:42Daniela Paes LeaoI always believe also that, even if you are working in an internet space, is important to have a personal contact with all members. Did you have that Inga?- - -20.02.06 16:43Public Space With A Roofin order to get paid you do need to be kind of an institution....- - -20.02.06 16:44...that is what inga called pressures...- - -20.02.06 16:44Tamuna Chabashvili'authorship problems'... have to do with the unclarity and maybe above mentioned difference between the collaboration and cooperation, what is the goal and whose development is first?- - -20.02.06 16:45prinzinMaybe at this point, the question between collab and coop becomes interesting. We all seem to have different ideas or practices of cooperation/collaboration.- - -
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- - -20.02.06 16:45kimanother question: did any of you ever experience the topic of collaboration itself became to much of a debate and dropped a shadow on the content and development of the project- - -20.02.06 16:45ralo mayerthaha- - -20.02.06 16:45prinzinhihi- - -20.02.06 16:46Tamuna Chabashviliups...- - -20.02.06 16:46ralo mayer(yes, kim.)- - -20.02.06 16:46Marjolijn Dijkmani cancelled projects for that reason. but never during the project- - -20.02.06 16:46kimbut it does make you think how to make it a part of the project right?- - -
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- - -20.02.06 16:53Public Space With A Roofinga, we do thought a lot about the idea of the collaboration and it s something that we do in smaller scale and also try in bigger, the problem starts when you collaborate with people, you put a lot of efort in to it, and it does not work- - -20.02.06 16:54prinzinits always frustrating. but can be very beautiful too. And I guess it is possible to grow in it.- - -20.02.06 16:54...for me its apolitical choice.- - -20.02.06 16:55Esther Polakfor me it is not a political choise, but very practical!- - -20.02.06 16:56...and i thing the content of a project wins , for i cannot perform all task needed- - -20.02.06 16:56Marjolijn Dijkmanwhat does everybody want do gain from collaborating?- - -20.02.06 16:56Daniela Paes LeaoFor me collaborating with other people is stimulating and the only way to develop myself and my ideas- - -20.02.06 16:56Esther PolakI want to involve skills that i do not posses in my project.- - -20.02.06 16:57Public Space With A Roofbut again, this stuff is quiet personal and collaboration is between people, the chemistry between people and how they work, and this is very different between one to other, i do not see how you can try to write a manual for that....?- - -20.02.06 16:57Esther PolakI want to speed up things that is not possible if i do everyting myself- - -20.02.06 16:58kennethroweTaking up from Roberts point and pswars most recent piont - working as a freelance graphic designer im working (both paid and unpaid) on collaborative projects. The paid ones im often taking/creating in order to eat, the unpaid ones im often taking/creating because i dont always get the freedom to realise everything i might like to in the paid prjects.- - -20.02.06 16:59Daniela Paes LeaoWith collaborating I want to find niew ways of working and new methods- - -20.02.06 17:02prinzinThe trend in collaboreation has of course to do with it being more effective to work together, involve different skills, experiences etc. None is by her/himself. We all relate to other people, previously made thoughts, works, ideas etc. But what interets me is foremost the way how you relate to the people you work with.- - -20.02.06 17:02Inga ZimprichTo PSWAR, yes it's about trust, it's about giving and taking. When you invest into trusting someone and that prooves wrong, is all energy lost? There are also very different degrees of being satisfied with a collab. It can be friends for life, or just not having lost time and energy, that's very much about expectations. I must say – though sometimes it takes me long – that i am also ok with "failed" collaborations. Its more (for me) about an exchange between two or more people, there is maybe not an objective of that needs to be reached...- - -20.02.06 17:05...Hi Robert (prinzin), what I find interesting, that if you create a strong case, like a good collection of different individuals that you have a zone, something to gamble with, in which you can also allow yourself to be exactly ineffective, once in a while. It's like creating a buffer-zone, I think.- - -20.02.06 17:05Public Space With A Roofo.k but if you try to build something and the colaboration failed, it stops a development especially when there is a lot of time and energy spent and no money or other options involved...- - -20.02.06 17:05Daniela Paes LeaoI never think that is lost of energy collaborating with someone. You learn a lot, and you get back the energy that you expend.- - -20.02.06 17:06kennethrowein response to marjolijn, i am working with groups on projects, primarily as an equal to the others on the project and we come together and divide and delegate the responsibilities. This is characteristic of most collborations. Taking up prinzins point, the above makes for a more efficent working model on both autonomous projects and commercial projects. We collaborate because its by far more efficient, in freelance design this makes good sense to do it the most efficent way possible. I think its shared across most of the creative industries - and most industry is being creativized.- - -20.02.06 17:06Inga ZimprichIt's something I am very interested in. Doesn't the idea, the invested energy develop nevertheless, maybe to become a new project? which comes up later? Especially in art we're so used to go through shit and crisises, to later see /// ohh, that becomes too cheesy, sorry...!- - -20.02.06 17:06Public Space With A Roofdaniela I am sorry but it is very naive, do not agree.....- - -20.02.06 17:06Inga ZimprichI do agree with Daniela- - -20.02.06 17:07Marjolijn DijkmanI think it's hard to collaborate without meeting eachother in person. a collaboration is very personal and social. What do you think? Online participation will be hard I guess.- - -20.02.06 17:07Tamuna Chabashvilipretty heard to express all one expierences during the three year collaboration...- - -

Look At The Network
- - -ISSUE #1Look at the network / Day to day practices of exchange- - -Networking, sharing skills and resources are often the necessary starting point to create self-organised initiatives and thus ultimately to creating alternative forms of knowledge-production and representation. How interconnected are these networks, are they interested in contact and which aspects of their work do they make available for sharing? Who contributes and for which reason, and what do those who contribute get out of it?On the first day of our discussions we would like to invite different self-organized groups to open a discussion about reasons, modes and difficulties in self-organized participatory practices.- - -

Thinktank 0.1
- - -A groupware research and development projectInitiated by Inga Zimprich 2005 – 2007- - -The Thinktank project intervenes at the meeting point between social development, artistic practice and technological possibilities. It develops an online working structure (group ware) for collaborative projects. Embedded in a user-friendly interface the Thinktank will offer new functions, which derive from research into collaborative dynamics.The Thinktank intends to carefully observe these areas, which it aims to interconnect; artistic, social and technological development. Therefore the Thinktank offers the process of developing a groupware as a negotiation field, in which partners from all involved areas are invited to contribute to its creation.- - -
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PARTICIPANTS

Kernow Craig / kennethrowe
(greenpepper, AscII)

Marjolijn Dijkman
(artist, enoughroomforspace, NL)

Ralo Mayer
(Manoa Free University, AT)

Robert Burghardt / prinzin
(University in Foundation, DE)

Daniela Paes-Leao
(artist, PT/NL)

Tamuna Chabashvili, Adi Hollander
(Public Space With A Roof, NL)

Esther Polak
(artist, NL)

Kim de Groot 
(media designer, NL)

Inga Zimprich
(Thinktank, DE/NL)

Elske Rosenfeld
(Thinktank, DE)

Kernow Craig
- - -20.02.06 16:58kennethroweTaking up from Roberts point and pswars most recent point - working as a freelance graphic designer im working (both paid and unpaid) on collaborative projects. The paid ones im often taking/creating in order to eat, the unpaid ones im often taking/creating because i dont always get the freedom to realise everything i might like to in the paid projects.- - -20.02.06 17:06kennethrowein response to marjolijn, i am working with groups on projects, primarily as an equal to the others on the project and we come together and divide and delegate the responsibilities. This is characteristic of most collaborations. Taking up prinzins point, the above makes for a more efficient working model on both autonomous projects and commercial projects. We collaborate because its by far more efficient, in freelance design this makes good sense to do it the most efficient way possible. I think its shared across most of the creative industries - and most industry is being creative.- - -20.02.06 17:39kennethroweWell, collaboration certainly makes me feel more in control, when i collaborate i act with agency - political agency. Maybe I become an actor.But my experience is that I also become far more precarious. And not necessarily to any particular political end.I would say that collaboration is necessary, but by no means necessarily good. Collaboration is work.- - -20.02.06 17:40...I don't know if that answers the question but it is certainly a reflection on the last few years of my collaborations.- - -

Marjolijn Dijkman
- - -20.02.06 15:58Marjolijn DijkmanI'm Marjolijn Dijkman, artists based in Rotterdam. Together with Maarten Vanden Eynde I organise Enough Room for Space, a mobile platform for site specific projects. Our next project will be in Tbilisi, Georgia from 2-28 March. checkwww.enoughroomforspace.org- - -20.02.06 15:16Marjolijn DijkmanNo in Rotterdam, just was in L.A. next week going to Tbilisi in Georgia to do a project- - -20.02.06 15:17prinzinwhat kind of projects?- - -20.02.06 15:18...most of the time site-specific project a lot connected to space, the city, committed works, installations, interventions.... The artists work and live together for three weeks or more and develop the works on the location, the is most of the times a documentation room in the exhibition space where you can see all the results- - -20.02.06 15:59Marjolijn DijkmanFor my work check: www.marjolijndijkman.com- - -

Robert Burghardt
- - -20.02.06 16:36prinzinI think, the professionalisation is not really avoidable. But I think it is an important issue, to have culture in a group where these things are being discussed. In selforganised structures economical pressures are often reproduced in an unreflected manner. I think it is important that the weak links are being discussed, personal fears often mix up with working issues, and then, it becomes very hard to come out again without painful frustration, and even loss of friendships. Yes build in breaks, confront problems early, reduce pressure, not only time-wise, spatially as well.- - -20.02.06 16:52prinzinbut why do we cooperate/collaborate. Isn't that a political question too, not only one of organisation. The way you organise, and relate to others in the production process always relates to the outcome I guess. But just valuing this in the light of failure or success of the final product is bypassing for me the essence of cooperation- - -20.02.06 17:02prinzinThe trend in collaboration has of course to do with it being more effective to work together, involve different skills, experiences etc. None is by her/himself. We all relate to other people, previously made thoughts, works, ideas etc. But what interests me is foremost the way how you relate to the people you work with.- - -

Ralo Mayer
- - -20.02.06 16:04ralo mayeri am ralo mayer, since 2003 mostly active in the manoa free univesrity http://manoafreeuniversity.org - we initiated the w...wirwissen exhibittion /porject in vienna last year - wher there was also the informelle coorganizing, it was about self orga groups and artistic knowledge production. last summer we built a space for our uni in an abandoned old university building,http://manoafreeuniversity.org/oh_know!/index.php/HeteroTopologieAehem - and right now i am on my onw on a residency at künstlerhaus büchsenhausen, reserachinh models and miniatures and science fiction...http://manoafreeuniversity.org/host_for/daegseingcny/models.html- - -20.02.06 16:16ralo mayermanoa started because a former group chrashed and we wanted a more open collab platform. and also we thought it would be good to shift to the notion of resreach and knowledge generally in society today. the strcuture changes all the time, and also the number of people involved: i would say there is always a core of around 4 people who keep the orga goiung and up to 10, 15 people docking- - -20.02.06 17:56ralo mayerwe came up with a very simple definition, that we had entered the insitutional process: we have a coffeemachien and a videobeamer, that makes as already one.- - -20.02.06 16:33ralo mayerwhen we built our space last summer, we soon fade exactly the 'institutionalization' question. ansome people git really a lot of stuff to do, although it' only so low level. right now i think that one should not automatically condemn all instittutional techniiques of organization. sometimes they can help. what is important to keep the structure from petrifying, keeping it dynamic, which is often only possible through breaks. i like escape technologies in that respect right now. drop out.- - -20.02.06 16:39ralo mayerwe also tried to openly speak about differences in jobs we do in institutional contexts and in our uni. and by comparing it finding out what we want. but it is reality that not everyone wants an'autonomous' context, some people like the institution quite a lot.- - -20.02.06 17:33ralo mayerits lovely to hear fragments of your voices- - -20.02.06 17:30ralo mayerhas some interplanetary aspect to it- - -20.02.06 17:30ralo mayeremotions- - -20.02.06 18:00ralo mayerback to the 'new' institutions: in all these discussions about networking, collabs, etc being functionalized a lot in postfordist capitalist contexts, i think one really has to ask "what for" all the time, i.e. why do we network, collab, etc. - but that doesnt make it easier anyway i guess- - -

Daniela Paes-Leao
- - -20.02.06 16:42Daniela Paes LeaoI always believe also that, even if you are working in an internet space, is important to have a personal contact with all members. Did you have that Inga?- - -20.02.06 16:52About debating: Yes, sometimes that can happen. But I think that debate is important to create new ideas, new concepts and at the same time new ways of looking at the project.- - -20.02.06 16:56For me collaborating with other people is stimulating and the only way to develop myself and my ideas- - -20.02.06 17:05I never think that energy is lost by collaborating with someone. You learn a lot, and you get back the energy that you expend.- - -20.02.06 17:12Why you think that is naïf? You can sometimes frustrate yourself, and at the same time learn in a hard way how to deal with others and with things. But you learn always. And you get back, if you play serious, always something.- - -

Public Space With A Roof
- - -20.02.06 16:51Tamuna Chabashviliwwe are waitting to see what others say about collaboration, its very interesting...we want to learn- - -20.02.06 16:43Public Space With A Roofin order to get paid you do need to be kind of an institution....- - -20.02.06 16:33Public Space With A Roofi think it is part of reality of collaboration work and of the existance of project, something like daylife thing, you learn how to deal with that....- - -20.02.06 16:44Tamuna Chabashvili'authorship problems'... have to do with the unclearity and maybe above mentioned diference beetween the collaboration and cooperation, what is the goal and whos development is firrst?- - -20.02.06 16:53Public Space With A Roofinga, we do thought a lot about the idea of the collaboration and it s something that we do in smaller scale and also try in bigger, the problem starts when you collaborate with people, you put a lot of efort in to it, and it does not work- - -20.02.06 16:57Tamuna Chabashviliis it opossible to do everything your self?- - -20.02.06 16:57Public Space With A Roofbut again, this stuff is quiet personal and collaboration is between people, the chimistry between people and how they work, and this is very different between one to other, i do not see how you can try to write a manual for that....?- - -20.02.06 17:05Daniela Paes LeaoI never think that is lost of energy collaborating with someone. You learn a lot, and you get back the energy that you expend.- - -20.02.06 17:07Tamuna Chabashvilipritty heard to experess all one expareances during the three year collaboration...- - -20.02.06 17:06Public Space With A Roofdaniela I am sorry but it is very naive, do not agree.....- - -20.02.06 17:18Public Space With A RoofDaniela, of course you always learn, but when a collaburation fails, means all preparations for a project fail too. it is a lot of spend energy and TIME, and this lesson does not interest me, this lesson is a spent TIME which i do not have and i do not want this as lesson there is much more interesting things to learn in life than that. (adi)- - -20.02.06 16:49Tamuna Chabashvilipswar is a space run by individuals but is one space. Tha'ss what counts- - -20.02.06 16:12Tamuna ChabashviliPSWAR: After graduation, we were conscious of the need to maintain communication and dialogue to surmount the challenges facing an arts practice by foreign artists in The Netherlands. Rather than create something new for the sakeof it, and working from the feeling that we should add something thataddresses the perceived monotony of the established art scene, weconceived PSWAR as a space for inter-disciplinary experimentation, wherediverse participants can explore new approaches free from the constraintsof an established structure. It functions as a platform for art practicewhich challenges and questions our preconceived ideas and concepts aseach project develops.- - -

Esther Polak
- - -20.02.06 16:56Esther PolakI want to involve skills that i do not posses in my project.- - -20.02.06 16:42Esther Polaki always try to organize it so that the people I collaborate with get paid- - -20.02.06 16:31Esther Polakin my projects now, we mainly solve everything over email, send half finished project proposals up and down..... but i really would like to have an online space were can leave these half finished proposals, and an additional space were i can leave my research results.- - -20.02.06 16:45Esther Polakabout the finances and wages: but in the end this is so much work in itself, that I do work now on having this organized better, and i am talking with people in theatre, a lot for they have a lot of experiance in dividing tasks, and ceredits....- - -20.02.06 16:55Esther Polakfor me it is not a political choise, but very practical!- - -20.02.06 16:56Esther Polakand i thing the content of a project wins , for i cannot perform all task neededEsther Polak

Kim de Groot
- - -20.02.06 17:09kimi agree with marjolein it would have been easier to be at PSWAR all together. what does skype add to this talk...? another thing: i think it is important to prevent to create a vocabulary of all items part of collaboration. it willsuffocate you.- - -20.02.06 17:10kimwell i know what skype adds i'll answer my own question it documents this talk.- - -20.02.06 17:17kimit might introduce the right distance to forget about social conventions- - -

Inga Zimprich
- - -20.02.06 16:37Inga Zimprichthat motivation I think is sort of idealist, that it is possible within self-organized frames to realize a bit of a change. but i often calm myself with the rare idea, that the harder i am working now, the sooner a bit of this change can be felt for me in my own practice, and together with others...- - -20.02.06 16:39Inga Zimprichor often, what is participatory at first sight is a different sort of business-structure, just wage-less?- - -20.02.06 16:53Inga ZimprichThat's for me what I hope this whole week can be about: which "mutations" come out of artistic ways of working, thinking, making things. Collab is not a Must, but I am interested in methods and way of doing things which can affect other levels (of society), not just having a good result....- - -Inga ZimprichSecond thing: PSWAR, yes it's about trust, it's about giving and taking. When you invest into trusting someone and that prooves wrong, is all energy lost? There are also very different degrees of being satisfied with a collab. It can be friends for life, or just not having lost time and energy, that's very much about expectations. I must say – though sometimes it takes me long – that i am also ok with "failed" collaborations. Its more(for me) about an exchange between two or more people, there is maybe not an objective of that needs to be reached...- - -20.02.06 17:05...Hi Robert (prinzin), what I find interesting, that if you create a strong case, like a good collection of different individuals that you have a zone, something to gamble with, in which you can also allow yourself to be exactly ineffective, once in a while. It's like creating a buffer-zone, I think.- - -20.02.06 17:06Inga ZimprichIt's something I am very interested in. Doesn't the idea, the invested energy develop nevertheless, maybe to become a new project? which comes up later? Especially in art we're so used to go through shit and crisises, to later see /// ohh, that becomes too cheesy, sorry...!- - -20.02.06 17:45Inga Zimprichfor me it starts to work if i have space for myself to think and work or just live, but can access / approach people & places with whom / to whom I want to connect, based on a certain mutual understanding of interests / approaches / motivations. I don't wanna sound incestuous, I find it very important that people create their own thoughts, spaces and ideas but can exchange with each other when usefull and desireable, and I have the feeling that many of us contribute to a sort of growing trust between different remote partners....- - -20.02.06 17:45Inga Zimprichalso a resouce base of people I want to learn from, whose comment and criticism I value, much more than a visbility rating, but getting insights with other people into what we do, to learn....- - -20.02.06 17:47Inga ZimprichI also have problems with it, since flat and free are empty terms, which create new dependancies and especially new frustrations, because hierachies do develop. for me its not even the question whether they do- - -20.02.06 16:44Inga Zimprich(I do have that, but I start to feel quiet personal when I use the internet. Maybe just getting more sensitive for how people commmunicate through it. We're sitting with 4 people at a table now, but I have the feeling we're exchangeing quiet personally, though we don't talk and look at the screens...)- - -20.02.06 16:38...for example it was important for me to do this project or this phase of the project here again, in PSWAR, because I feel it is part of this effort to bring something up, a field or a resource, and I can agree to its reasons and ways of doing things. That is one of the choices as where to let it take place, where to look for a frame of visibility which one likes- - -

Elske Rosenfeld
- - -20.02.06 16:00Think Tankhi, this is elske though i pretend to be thinktank. at the moment i am in fact part of the thinktank, before i worked on various projects (socially engaged art/ urbanism, etc.)- - -20.02.06 16:52Think Tankso if the collaboration fails that doesn't mean that the project has failed?- - -20.02.06 17:47Think Tankthat is the question - to me hierarchy means difference in access/ power- - -20.02.06 17:49Think Tanki think hierarchy enters the equation when some people have more controll over input-vs-reward- - -
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